
Create functional and stylish educational and commercial interiors 
with Gilkon’s pinboards and pinable wall panels. The decorative 
and functional acoustic wallcovering is a hook-and-loop receptive 
surface for maximum versatility. Combined with Gilkon’s acoustic 
products, your walls and partitions will absorb noise for more 
productive learning and office environments.

FOR EDUCATION
Enhance learning by reducing reverberated sound thereby 
improving speech intelligibility. Turn your existing walls into sound 
minimising and pinable, communicative surfaces.

GILKON FABRIC PINBOARDS,
PANELS AND ACOUSTIC WALLS

Wilson and Gilkes
Wilson & Gilkes is a proud Australian company with a history 

spanning five decades. We focus on innovative design, engineering 

and state of the art manufacturing, working with other renowned 

manufacturers around the world to bring market-leading products 

to Australia. Wilson & Gilkes is Australia’s first choice for the supply 

of high quality, pioneering and robust equipment.

Wilson and Gilkes only work with partners who are 

committed to environmental stewardship.

PolyVision strives for continuous improvement in 

all areas of environmental stewardship – 

responsible use of raw materials, natural resources, 

design processes and operation of all facilities – to 

protect, replenish and restore the communities in 

which we live and serve. Third-party environmental 

certification assures customers and end users that 

the products they select support healthy indoor air 

quality and do not emit harmful chemicals. 

PolyVision e³ CeramicSteel, which contains no 

VOCs and is 99.9% recyclable, is the only 

CeramicSteel surface to achieve global Cradle to 

Cradle CertifiedCM Silver. The Cradle to Cradle 

CertifiedCM program focuses on the characteristics 

of sustainable materials, products and systems.

The process places major emphasis on the human 

and ecological health impacts of a product’s 

ingredients as well as its ability of that product to 

be truly recycled or safely composted. The type of 

energy used to create a product, water quantity 

and quality, and social responsibility are also 

essential sustainability characteristics on which the 

Cradle to Cradle CertifiedCM program is focused.

Wilson & Gilkes
Environmental Commitment

Call (02) 9914 0900
Email sales@gilkon.com.au
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 •

Gilkon Whiteboards Use
Polyvision Ceramic Steel



REDEFINE YOUR 
ENVIRONMENT
Gilkon pinboards, panelling and acoustic walls use 

Vertiface®, the leading wall covering for education and 

commercial offices. Vertiface® is an extremely durable, 

non-woven fabric that won’t zip or fray and has a 

hook-and-loop receptive surface. 

Boasting UV stable, long lasting colour; Vertiface® is made 

from 100% polyester and is moisture resistant so that it 

won’t stain, rot or break down. Because Vertiface® is 

non-toxic, non-allergenic, non-irritant, recyclable and 

environmentally friendly; it is a safe and reliable choice for 

wallcoverings.

Combined with Gilkon’s acoustic products, Vertiface® 

creates a functional feature that absorbs reverberated noise 

and echo in building interiors. 

KEY FEATURES

• Versatile: use alone for a pinboard or wallcovering or   

 combine with acoustic products for a high performance  

 sound absorbing solution

• Durable: hook-and-loop receptive surface for pins,

 Velcro or staples

• Flexible: 35  colour choices plus branding and

 design possibilities with in-house custom cutting

 and manufacturing

• Safe: made  from 100% polyester fibre without

 chemical binders and certified low VOC , it is non-toxic,  

 non-irritant and non-allergenic

• Pinable fabric surfaces come woith a 5 year    

 manufacturer guarantee

PINBOARDS
Gilkon’s custom range of pinboards can be designed to suit practically any type of installation. The durable 

Vertiface® fabric supports pins, staples and Velcro with its hook-and-loop receptive surface. 

Options include framing and mounting.

PINABLE WALLS
Gilkon’s Pinable Walls provide a visually stunning, yet extremely practical solution to large wall pin applications. 

The entire wall can be a pinboard complimenting other colour and décor.

GILKON
ACOUSTIC WALLS
Gilkon acoustic walls provide a cost effective solution for new 

builds or retrofits that require sound control. Gilkon acoustic 

walls are the premium solution to controlling reverberated 

noise. They eliminate distraction, improve focus and create a 

calm environment conducive to conducting business or 

facilitating learning.

Plus the visually softer material provides a practical and 

aesthetic contrast to other wall construction material.

GILKON SLIM FRAME

Gilkon’s flagship frame offering contemporary style, 

invisible wall mountings for a clean look, quick and 

easy installation and no protrusions.

GILKON SERIES 3 FRAME

Gilkon Series 3 frame has integrated plastic corners. 

The profile suits general purpose applications.

“Meet today’s standards 
for acoustic excellence – 
in learning environments, 
boardrooms and video 
conferencing spaces.”

DESIGN CAPABILITIES
With over 50 years’ experience in the education and 

commercial sectors, Gilkon understands the role internal 

design plays in creating quality learning  and workspaces. 

Gilkon provides a free consultation service to ensure a 

solution customised to each and every environment. With 35 

colours to choose from, in-house custom cutting and 

manufacturing, Gilkon’s pinboards, pinable and acoustic walls 

can foster your business or school’s individuality.


